Ottawa: A unique combination of Urban Convenience and Accessible Nature

- Canada’s Capital, 1.3 million people
- A blend of two cultures; two languages (English and French), two provinces, perfect for individual or family exploration
From U.S.
- U.S. border 1 hour drive
- Direct or via Montreal or Toronto from U.S. major cities

Direct international connections by air to:
- London – Ottawa
- Frankfurt – Ottawa

International via Toronto or Montreal
Beijing, Shanghai, Tokyo, Hong Kong, and many other major cites
Affordable

- WESTIN Ottawa Hotel CAN $300 (2 minutes walk)
- Novotel Ottawa Hotel CAN $150 (3 minutes walk)
- Many others within 10 minutes walk
- Among the least expensive convention cities
Education

- Three Local Universities
  - University of Ottawa
  - Carleton University
  - University of Quebec

- Universities in Montreal and Toronto

- Top North American Center for scientific and technological development

- Silicon Valley North
Greater Ottawa Microwave/Photonic Profile

- Highest concentration of microwave and photonic activities in Canada: over 100 radio frequency (RF), microwave and photonic-related corporations
- Highest profile of microwave/photonic research in Canada
- Complete range of microwave and photonic R&D activities
- Countless exchanges and collaborations among national and international researchers and practitioners
- Local pool of exhibitors
Venue: Shaw Centre

- A beautiful meeting facility in an iconic location in the heart of Canada’s capital
- Within walking distance to national sights, historic landmarks and 6000 hotel rooms
- All functions on site
  - Reception
  - Banquet
Local activities and social events

National Gallery of Canada

Royal Canadian Mint

Canada Science and Tech Museum

Canada Aviation and Space Museum

Canadian Museum of History
Welcome to MWP2019 in Ottawa

www.mwp2019.org